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UNIQUE EQUIPMENTS are the manufacture of wide range of high quality and incredibly reliable Metal Detectors
system. All the products are manufactured after stringent quality control. We have established and successfully
maintained business alliances with several reputed group due to the strict adherence of delivery schedule and quality
parameter of the product. With the same quality factor and good services. Our clients have repeatedly placed their faith
in us. Over the years, we have gained both name & fame not only in the country but all over the world.
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Excellence in Quality & Services
OUR PRODUCTS
Unique Micro Scan Metal Detector System

Unique Micro Scan Metal Detector System

Unique Gravity Feed Metal Detector

Salient Features:
Automatic Balance Coil Principle 08 Membrane Touch Pad Product, Batch
& Operator Code Entry 20 Characters X 4 Lines LCD Stainless Steel
Construction Detect & Reject Fe. Non Fe. & S.S. Digital Signal
Processor Logging Capability Printer for HAACP
Application
Food Ingredients Spices & Cereals Pharmaceuticals Plastic Pellets
Rubber Granules Dehydrated Materials Frozen Seafood Poultry & Meat

Salient Features:
Automatic Balance Coil Principle 08
Membrane Touch Pad Product, Batch &
Operator Code Entry 20 Characters X 4
Lines LCD Stainless Steel Construction
Detect & Reject Fe. Non Fe. & S.S.
Digital Signal Processor Logging
Capability Printer for HAACP
Application
Food Ingredients Spices & Cereals
Pharmaceuticals Plastic Pellets Rubber
Granules Dehydrated Materials
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Manufacturer & Exporter of Metal Detectors & Pharma Machines
(An ISO 9001:2008 Certified Company)

Z-15, MARMUGAO INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, AIRPORT ROAD, CHICALIM, GOA 403711. INDIA
Tel: +91-832-2541467 / 2540058 / 2540059 Fax: +91-832-2541216 Mob: +91-9225987066 / 9225987067
MUMBAI OFFICE: RAINBOW TOWER. FLAT NO. 505.5TH FLOOR, SECTOR-20,AIROLI, NAVI MUMBAI-400708
Tel: +91-022-27798550 Email: pravinparker@gmail.com , guru0806@gmail.com
website: www.uniqueequipments.org
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Industry News

Twenty14 Holdings To Launch South Asia’s First
Tribute Portfolio Hotel

Twenty14 Holdings, the leading global
hospitality investment firm, has announced that they would soon launch
Port Muziris, South Asia’s first Tribute
Portfolio hotel, part of Marriott International, Inc., near the Cochin International Airport. The 55-room property will be opened in April 2019.
Port Muziris encapsulates the rich culture, history and art of the port town
of Kochi. Elegantly designed with imprints of the city, Port Muziris will also
showcase a large collection of artworks
from local artists.
“We are thrilled to debut the first
Tribute Portfolio in South Asia. At
Twenty14 Holdings, we share the vision of offering a unique experience
for guests,” said Adeeb Ahamed, Man-

aging Director, Twenty14 Holdings.
“Kerala has long been one of the most
sought-after destinations worldwide,
and we are excited to be part of the
State’s flourishing tourism sector. We
look forward to extending our legacy
of providing outstanding hospitality to
guests across Kerala and India through
our bespoke properties,” he added.
“We are delighted to announce the
first Tribute Portfolio hotel in India,
with the opening of Port Muziris hotel
in Kochi. This will also mark the debut of our 16th brand to join the Marriott International portfolio in India,”
said Neeraj Govil, Area Vice President,
South Asia, Marriott International, Inc.
He added, “We are honored to partner
with Twenty14 Holdings for their first
hotel in India. With its unique design
and vibrant social spaces, we are sure
this hotel will become a preference for
leisure travelers.”
Port Muziris which includes 55keys, two F&B outlets and a 150-pax
capacity ballroom is Twenty14 Holdings’ first property in India.

Blue Star Launches 75 New Ac Models To Celebrate
Its 75th Anniversary
Air conditioning and commercial refrigeration major, Blue Star Limited, has
launched 75 new models of room air
conditioners in its Platinum Jubilee year.
These superior and stylish models also
include energy-efficient inverter ACs
capable of delivering 30 per cent extra
cooling over and above its rated capacity. This enables faster temperature pulldown even in larger rooms during peak
summers thereby consuming less power and leading to significant savings on
account of lower electricity bills. This
superior performance is due to Blue
Star’s unique heavy duty design of the
outdoor unit. The range of these inverter ACs starts from Rs. 33,790. Further,
consumers can also avail attractive 0
per cent finance with easy EMI options
and cash back offers vide tie-ups with
leading banks and finance firms. All
Jan-March 2019
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Blue Star inverter ACs are backed with
an assured comprehensive warranty for
the first year, and a long term warranty
of 10 years for the compressor.
Blue Star has also unveiled a new
line-up of super-efficient inverter ACs
with a high ISEER of 5.30 which consumes 18 per cent less power compared
to the existing 5-star ACs with an ISEER
of 4.50, thus setting a new benchmark
on the energy-efficiency front.

Niraamaya Announces
New Retreat in
Kumarakom

Niraamaya Retreats has added another
property to its portfolio of awe-inspiring destinations marking its third retreat in Kerala. Nestled on the banks of
the famed Lake Vembanad in the Kerala Backwaters in Kumarakom, Niraamaya Retreats Backwaters & Beyond,
is now open and the newest Niraamaya
provides its guests glimpses of an authentic insight into the local Keralan
life while instilling a sense of peace and
wellness through its natural landscape
and a range of wellness offerings.
Set amidst eight acres of lush tropical gardens, the retreat houses 27 luxurious villas designed to maximize the
glorious views of the lake. Meandering
pathways lead to tasteful living spaces that are in complete harmony with
nature amidst breezy coconut palms
and tropical foliage. The retreat also
features a large 25m pool and a performance deck apart from two restaurants designed to become gastronomical destinations offering some of the
finest regional as well as global cuisine
in the Kerala Backwaters. Essence – the
specialty restaurant will offer regional
specials and signature oriental cuisine
with a collection of the finest wines.
Café Samsara, the all-day dining destination will serve authentic Kuttanad
cuisine as well as global cuisine with
fresh made-to-order breakfast.
A key feature of all retreats, Niraamaya’s renowned wellness concept will
provide holistic rejuvenation and relaxation in a serene and meditative setting.
The multi-award winning Niraamaya
Spa will deliver a range of wellness offerings including International, traditional Ayurvedic therapies, tailored
wellness immersions and Yoga.
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Product News
Digital Microscopes
Digital Microscopes are excellent tools
for evaluating the seed coating application process. When zooming in on
the coated seeds, it is easy to determine
whether the film coating is evenly distributed and to create photo documentation that can be shared with customers and co workers.
The seed coating used during seed
breeding can have many purposes, but
will often contain fertilizer, growth
promoters and fungicides to enhance
the seed performance. An uneven
coat, however, can lead to insufficient
fungus protection and/or unsatisfactory germination. For that reason, it
is important for seed and crop science
companies to inspect and document
the evenness of the seed coat.
A digital microscope that displays
live images with 60 frames per second
will display a magnified seed with no

delay or distortion. This makes for ideal
quality control working conditions as the
monitor will display what is happening
underneath the camera in real time.
To create photo documentation of
the magnified seed sample, the operator simply needs to click a button on
the control box. The image will then
be saved to the inserted USB memory
stick or the internal storage of the microscope, which can be accessed from
any computer on the same network as
the microscope. This eliminates the

need for distributing seed samples. Instead, the captured image documentation can easily be shared with customers and co workers.
Another key benefit of using a digital microscope is the ergonomically
correct working position obtained by
not using an ocular for focusing. By
using a monitor instead, the operators’
eyes, neck and back are relieved of excessive strain. Cases show that the improved working position results in less
sick leave and staff infirmities.
TAGARNO’s digital microscopes
are used for visual inspection of seed
and grain samples in various ways. By
combining FULL HD cameras and user-friendly software, the digital microscopes can be used to analyze and
document samples in excellent image
quality.

A new cash flow to local farmers

Local farmers’ ability to sell biomass
to Iggesund Paperboard’s paperboard
mill at Workington will return over
1.5 million pounds annually to the
local agricultural industry. The initiative has created a totally new source of
income for close to 200 farms in Cumbria and Scotland. It was recently given Rushlight Bioenergy Award. The
Rushlight Awards is a set of awards
designed specifically to support and
promote all the latest clean technologies, innovations, initiatives and
www.foodhospitalityasia.in

deployment projects
for businesses and
other organisations
throughout UK, Ireland and internationally.
In 2013 Iggesund
invested in a biomass-fired combined
heat and power plant
for the primary purpose of being able to
run its paperboard
mill on renewable
energy.
Overnight
the mill switched its energy supply
from fossil natural gas to biomass, and
thereby reduced its fossil carbon dioxide emissions by 190,000 tonnes a year,
the equivalent to the annual emissions
of about 65,000 cars. In conjunction
with this move, the idea was born to
offer local farmers the opportunity to
grow and sell energy crops to Iggesund.
Iggesund Paperboard is growing
its own eight-hectare energy crop on
the land surrounding the mill. Igge-

sund Paperboard is part of the Swedish
forest industry group Holmen, one of
the world’s 100 most sustainable companies listed on the United Nations
Global Compact Index. Iggesund’s
turnover is just over €500 million and
its flagship product Invercote is sold in
more than 100 countries. The company
has two brand families, Invercote and
Incada, both positioned at the high
end of their respective segments. Since
2010 Iggesund has invested more than
€380 million to increase its energy efficiency and reduce the fossil emissions
from its production.
Iggesund and the Holmen Group
report all their fossil carbon emissions
to the Carbon Disclosure Project. The
environmental data form an integral
part of an annual report that complies
with the Global Reporting Initiative’s
highest level of sustainability reporting. Iggesund was founded as an iron
mill in 1685, but has been making paperboard for more than 50 years. The
two mills, in northern Sweden and
northern England employ 1500 people.
Jan-March 2019
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Show Preview

The unprecedented success of PackPlus New Delhi has added to the enthusiasm, and the industry is now
gearing up for the South edition of the
event. Slated to be held from 10-13
April 2019, PackPlus South will come
together with PrintFair and SupplyPlus at Bengaluru. The requirement
for packaging is rising across sectors
with traditional businesses preferring
to package products. The retail and
e-commerce is growing rapidly, giving
the sector a robust growth. The industry certainly presents potential growth

The Drink Technology India (DTI),
the most important event for India's
beverage and liquid food industry will
take place from April 10 to 12, 2019 at
the Bangalore International Expo Centre, Bangalore.
Our goal in Bengaluru and New Delhi
is to connect Indian exhibitors in particular with visitors from these metropolitan regions. In view of the varying
presence of the sectors in the Indian
regions, the focus in Bengaluru is on
fruit juices, beer, spirits, wine and liquid food. In 2019, DTI will take place
twice, after the premiere in Bengaluru,
it will be launched in New Delhi from
5 to 7 December as a combined fair
with Pacprocess India, Indiapack and
Foodpex India by Messe Düsseldorf.
Jan-March 2019
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opportunities for new entrepreneurs,
and small and medium enterprises.
PrintFair, the Commercial Printing,
Package Converting & Digital Sign
Show, will present a wide range of exhibitors from Prepress,
Press, Postpress and
Paper Converting. The
event will give an opportunity to the participants
to discover new business
opportunities with quality control managers, Design houses, art directors
and production managers and graphic designers. SupplyPlus South,
the Logistics, Warehousing & Distribution
Show, will bring companies from Warehousing,

Handling, Transportation, Software,
Track & Trace, Cold Chain, Weighing &
Testing Equipment, Work and Environmental Safety Technologies on board.

India is one of the largest agricultural
raw material producers in the world
as well as the largest producer of milk
and buffalo meat, the second largest fruit and vegetable producer and
one of the leading markets in poultry production. However, the Indian
market is highly fragmented. Many
small businesses are working with
low-level technologies, which do not

allow expansion. In addition, the population increases and the demand for
food and beverages rises enormously.
These challenges is facing the Indian
food and beverage industry. For international companies, the Indian market is an important expansion market
and drink technology India offers
here the optimal framework and access to the market of India, too.

www.foodhospitalityasia.in
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A to Z Packagings

A professional team in the field of art
and modern techniques of Product
Packaging, has been established with
a focus on promoting a wide variety
of innovative and cost effective packing materials. As a market leader with
proven track record, having more than
a decade's expertise in the field, we
have beeb committed to consistently
upgrading the quality of our products
and services according to the market requrements. With great pleasure
we announce that, now thousands of
products Manufactures are opting our
brand for different types of innovate
materials for different features such
as Tamper proof, Dust and moisture
protection, High packing appeal, More
shelf life, Keep factory fresh and complete security of their products. We
immensely believe in professionalism. You can always rely on AtoZ for
any reference in cost effective packing
solutions, consulation, clarification or
demonstration. We assure you our best
attention at every time.

Ace Fine Pack Pvt
Ltd.

Ace Finepack is firmly entrenched
in the packaging and coding business
since 1988. Growing from strength to
strength, it has created an extensive
and diverse portfolio of packaging and
coding solutions composed of end of
the line packaging machinery, coding
and marking equipment and packaging materials. The company is an ISO
9001: 2008 certified company and has

www.foodhospitalityasia.in

transformed packaging into an art itself.
Since its inception, using innovative
technologies, professional approach,
backed by a team of dedicated and self
motivated technicians. The firm has
been able to carve a niche for itself in the
packaging industry. It is our strong ethics, sense of commitment, motivation
and support of our clients that has kept
us going. We believe after sales support
is an integral part to
sustain in this industry
and we deem it to be as
vital as Marketing and
sales. We are also into
automation, integrated
packaging lines.
The strength of the
company is its extensive product range---A
one stop solution for
all your packaging &
coding requirement,
High Quality, Full
range of performance
oriented
packaging
& coding Machines,
High Professional and
tech savvy professionals, timely execution
of orders, prompt after
sales support and sufficient spares back up.
To help industries
to identify products,
fullfill their packaging &
coding/marking needs
create awareness among
customers the requirement and importance
of quality packaging
and its benefits.

We are also equipped with sophisticated
manufacturing unit, which comprises
hi-tech machines and in-house design
unit. Owing to our quality approach, we
have been able to meet the customer requirements of industrial sectors, banking, pharmaceutical, food industry and
publishing sector. We export our products in all over the World. Moreover,
the firm is also engaged in supply of
Strapping Machines, Coding Machine,
Sealing Machines, Wrapping Machines
as per the growing requirements of our
clients. In addition, our clients can also
examine them at our premises before
purchasing them.

Cheranellore PO
Kochi- 682034, Kerala, India
Phone : 0484-2430583
Mob : 8547875719, 9895763683
E-mail : atozpack@gmail.com, atozkochi@gmail.com

Jan-March 2019
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Bericap India Pvt.
Ltd.
The closure is just as crucial as the
PET bottle itself. Bericap supplies closures for dairy products in PET bottles worldwide. As one of the leading
manufacturers of closures for bottles,
Bericap is the partner of choice for the
dairy industry in all major markets.
Special requirements are placed on
closures for long life dairy products.
While closures for fresh milk must be
primarily liquid-impermeable because
of their short shelf life, in aseptically
filled products additional protection
against the ingress of microorganisms
and impact of light is crucial. For a

long time, this greatly restricted the
design of the packaging and thus the
differentiation of the products at the
POS. To achieve maximum opacity,
special-colored master-batches that
provide a UV barrier should be used.
However, these limited the possible
color variations.
The company has succeeded in developing an optimal UV light barrier
solution, which enables the production of screw caps in all colors. The
product range encompasses light
weight screw caps for 38mm neck
and the 33mm neck and provides numerous customized closure solutions
to this market. The 33 mm size has
now become established as a new, user-friendly, weight-optimized closure
– also for dairy products in several European countries. Closure specifications for premium products like oxygen reduction or aseptic filling are not

6
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a challenge for the packaging experts.
The closure solutions with incorporated oxygen scavenger – O2 reduced
headspace bottles, provides maximum
quality standards.

Anjaneya Beltings

traders of Rubber and nylon conveyor
belts, V belts, timing belts, food grade
belts, power transmission belts, modular conveyor belts, plastic and SS slat
chain belts, wire mesh belts, PVC, PU,
PE, Silicone belts, Heat resistant belts
and other belts.

Control Print Ltd.

Anjaneya Beltings is a technologically
driven company which makes use of
imported hi-tech machines and parts
such as vulcanizing, cleats, sidewalls
and flights to fabricate a precision engineered range of conveyor belts. Their
widely acclaimed supreme quality belts
find extensive application in diverse
industries and hold requisite expertise
to offer them in customized designs in
accordance with the requirements of
our clients.

Incorporated in the year 2003, the
company is one of the leading firms
engaged in the Manufacturing and
Supplying of high quality V-belts, Industrial Conveyor Belts, Timing Belts,
Nylon Sandwich Belt, Variable Speed
Belts, Coated Conveyor Belts, Rubber
Conveyor Belts, Polyurethane Belting
Spindle Tapes, Slat Chain, Wire Mesh,
Belts for forging industry and belts
for tobacco & cigarette industry. In
addition, their durable belts are made
from the best grades of material leading to long functioning life and effectiveness. We are the suppliers and

The company is India’s own Coding
Equipment Manufacturer, with manufacturing facilities in Guwahati & Vasai
and a comprehensive support network
across India. The company is India’s
leading online Coding Solution provider and provides the best engineered
and most effective solution across all
verticals. For entire range of manufacturing industries which include
Automotive, Agro-Chemicals, Metals,
FMCG, Pharmaceutical, Food & Beverage, Wire, Cable, & Pipe, Construction Materials.

With more than two decades of experience in the Coding & Marking Industry, the company has developed a
philosophy that consists of partnering
with the leading global players technologically. We are invaluable in everyday practical decisions such as when
to throw away expired nuts or which
carton of orange juice to consume first
or the size of a pair of rubber gloves.
And for manufacturers we are at the
forefront of a highly sophisticated system where traceability codes through
batch codes, serial numbers, and vari-
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Get a perspective of best in the Food Processing
Technology the world has to offer from mtsfoods.

mtsfoods.

Visit us at International Foodtec @Bombay Exhibition Centre, Mumbai 22-24 Sep 2016. Stall D-09
.00606201220122012.Booth C-06.

TOMRA-BEST ….Get everything sorted
TOMRA Sorting unites four strong brands: TITECH for recycling, Commodas, Ultrasort for mining,
ODENBERG and BEST for food and BEST for specialty products- tobacco and raw materials. This
powerful alliance makes TOMRA Sorting a leading provider of sensor-based sorting solutions
worldwide. There are many benefits and synergies provided by this alliance, including 15 test
centers across the world, access to a vast array of technologies along with a large R&D
department and an enhanced service offering with a shared service network ensuring that we are
close to you, our customer. W: www.tomra.com
. w: www.bestsorting.com

DORPHY

FAM…forerunner in - new cutting technologies……
Innovation and advanced machine design are two words normally associated with FAM.FAM has
many “Firsts” to its credit…unique machinery designs that have helped processors Increase
production and efficiency as well as improve cut quality and cut operation costs.FAM is known
for its simplified & rugged construction and all machines are designed to fast thorough cleaning.

w: www.fam.be

VANMARK …. A business of GROTE Company
Vanmark, the company that developed the first commercial potato peeler, is a recognized leader
in the manufacture of industrial food processing equipment throughout the world. Since 1954,
Vanmark Corporation has been designing and manufacturing food processing equipment to peel,
scrub, wash, inspect, fry, store and handle many types of products in the food industry.

W: www.vanmarkcorp.com

2420

MEYER Machine Company
Bucket
Elevator

Meyer Industries offers a family of integrated companies that provide a single source for bulk
material handling and food processing equipment. The combined knowledge and experience of
Meyer Machine Company and Garroutte, Inc. offers a full resource for virtually all your handling
and processing needs. Garroutte, Inc. provides top-of-the-line food processing equipment
including mix-blend systems, blanchers, hydrochillers, washers, dryers, trim and inspection
equipment, and more..
w: www.meyer-industries.com

TEMKE Raisin Processing Line
TEMKE is operating as a raisin processing and packing machine manufacturer for raisins with high
Standards of quality and safety. Its machines are designed according to European Union rules and
restrictions for the food industries. They are completely automatic, starting from the very first
step of bringing the raisins into the factory by the farmers, until final stage of automatic weighing,
packing and sticking.

w: www.temke.gr

Menon Technical Services Private limited. Web: www.mtsfoods.com. Email: mtsinfo@vsnl.net Phone: 080 22224222/23 Blore.

www.foodhospitalityasia.in
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able barcodes are used across every industry including automobile to pharmaceutical industries to quickly recall
products in the event of any problem.
In addition our variable barcodes are
extensively used to manage inventory
in manufacturing and warehousing
operations all the way to the local supermarket.
The fact is that much of what we
take for granted wouldn’t be possible
without coding and marking. And it’s
not an exaggeration to say that every
day, these overlooked codes save lives,
costs and time.

Cyklop Packagings
Systems India (P)
Ltd.

Cyklop offers market-based system
solutions including hand tools, machines and systems, precisely attuned
consumables as well as professional
consulting, project engineering and
customer service.This integrated approach has allowed Cyklop to produce
a range of products and services, which
sets the standard worldwide:
Established in 1912 in Cologne, Germany, the dynamic founder developed
a new idea of system sales to be applied
quickly and surprised the professionals with innovative inventions. Like
the “Gloria” seal, the patented sleeve
seal, or the revolutionary combination
tool for tensioning and sealing were
invented by Cyklop in the 1920’s. This
quickly earned the company an excellent reputation as experts and market
leaders in this field.

8
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More than 400 patents in the course of
the history of the company, allow the
company to be at the forefront of design and innovation. Thanks to its universal solutions, innovative products
and optimal production quality, Today
Cyklop is one of the leading suppliers
of systems for load securement.

Electronics Devices
Worldwide (P) Ltd.

Electronics Devices was established in
1974 by two qualified and hard working engineers to indigenously produce
High Frequency Dielectric and Induction heating equipments. Over the last
thirty years the company’s focus has
remained undeterred. The company
has grown significantly by introducing
equipments for various applications of
high frequency heating.
The first product was a Di-electric preheater, more than 3000 machines of
which have been sold all over India and
also have been exported to countries
like Germany, Russia, & Sri Lanka.
Induction heating machines were introduced in 1983 with a focus on introducing new applications. Many
applications were developed for the
automobile, diamond tool and refrigeration industry. In 1989, induction
cap sealing was introduced for the
first time in India for P&G’s Vicks Vaporub. A 5 KW induction cap sealer
was supplied to deliver a production
of 300BPM. Subsequently, multinationals like Cadbury, Nestle, Penzoil,
Gulf Oil & Shell purchased several
machines each. Since then more than
3500 machines have been sold to various industries like Pharmaceuticals,
Food & Beverages, Agrochemicals,
Petrochemicals, Cosmetics, Dairy and
many other industries.

The first machines were designed on
the Electron Tube technology, subsequently as new generation components
were available solid state machines
were developed to meet the market requirement. Whole ranges of machines
from low power semi automatic machines to medium power fully automatic machines to high power highline
speed machines were developed.
The first ever fully air cooled machine
in India was developed and supplied
by Electronic Devices in the year 2003.
As per customers requirement features
were added for monitoring & diagnosis. Today we can boast of providing all
the features available with any induction cap sealer available in the world.
Over the years we have grown from
a 200 sq ft manufacturing facility to
around 15000 sq. feet manufacturing
facility. A full-fledged R & D department with sophisticated instruments
& stimulation facility has been set up.
The R & D team is well qualified and
has also presented & published Technical Papers in international technical
conferences year after year.

Fillpack
Technology
In this vying world to choose from
the right machine ally for your food,
dairy and pharmaceutical processing
need we humbly introduce our self as
one of the business partner ready to
“Solve your production challenges” by
providing the custom-made machine
solutions as per your need.

www.foodhospitalityasia.in
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With management leadership of two
generations we have a track record
of 30 years starting from a small job
work machining unit for different industries. We have grown to a Brand
among the packing industries and
we have not only solved the precision
need of each one of our clients but we
have also originated new machines
creating an aseptic productions operation along with minimizing the human involvement.

batch tanks, ageing vats and cream
separators. It undertakes dairy projects
from 100 liters per day to 100,000 lpd
on a turn-key basis. Projects for manufacturing of ice-cream, butter, cheese,
ghee, yoghurt, flavoured milk are also
undertaken. With more than 32 years
of experience in Pasteuriser, Homogeniser, Tanks, supplying turnkey projects for Dairy, Ice Cream, RTS, Fruit
Juice Fruit etc. from concept to commissioning all over the world. Having
ultra-modern facility for production
well developed Service Network, after
sales service. Regional offices render
strong support to the customers to
their complete satisfaction.

Goma Process
Technologies Pvt.
Ltd.

Goma an ISO 9001 engineering company, established in 1982 has more
than 20 yearsexperience in design,
manufacturing and execution of projects on turnkey basis for milk, yoghurt,
flavoured milk, cheese, butter, ghee,
ice-cream projects. The company has
successfully executed dairy and fruit
juice plants across the country.
It started its operation by manufacturing high pressure reciprocating pumps
for industrial cleaning and in 1991, developed India’s first 100% indigenous
high pressure homogenizer, an import
substitute, certified and approved by
National Dairy Development Board
(NDDB), Anand. Goma Homogeniser
is currently been exported to all continents and the company have expanded
its range by manufacturing HTST Pasteuriser in technical collaboration with
foreign companies. The firm also has a
range of dairy equipments like butter
churn, sanitary pumps, storage tanks,
10 Jan-March 2019

The company provides turnkey solutions and supply of complete lines for
Dairy, Ice Cream, Yoghurt, RTS Fruit
Juice, Pulp, Tomato Ketchup, Coconut Milk & Coconut water processing.
Goma manufactures uder one roof all
equipments like Homogeniser, Pasteurisers, UHT Aseptic sterilisers,
Tanks, Centrifugal pumps, crate washers, Cup filling machines, Continuous
Freezers.Exports: USA, UK, Australia,
France, Switzerland, UAE, South Africa, Kenya, Ethiopia, AIgeria, Egypt,
Nigeria, Sri Lanka, Vietnam, Indonesia, Malaysia, Sudan.

Hilda Automation
Hilda Automation established in 1975
as a centre for precision components
manufacturing and machine building.
Today we are globally accepted as specialists in providing total packaging
solutions. We have a well-equipped

manufacturing facility at Mumbai
spread over an area of 1000 sqm.
The introduction of latest German
CNC machines and expansion of R &
D division have further boosted the
manufacturing process by increasing
the durability and quality of machines.
Known for the manufacturing of top
of the line SPMs we adopt world class
processes in the production of components, fabrication and assembly.

The machine assembly line is supervised by qualified and experienced
engineers inspecting and monitoring
at every stage of production, to ensure
top quality machines. Infrastructure,
process & technology tools of the highest standards make the atmosphere
conducive for achieving high productivity and satisfied employees.
The entire product range includes
Filling machines for water, juice, milk,
yoghurt, dahi, jelly, jam, ketchup & oil;
Sealing machines, Shrink Sleeve Applicator, Labelling machines (Single side,
Front & Back, Wrap Around & BOPPHot melt), Shrink Tunnel and Shrink
Wrapping machines both Fully Automatic & Semi Automatic models.

Indus Control &
Automation Pvt. Ltd.

Indus Automation was established as
a specialized weighing systems & Automation equipment manufacturing
facility. The company now owns about
5,000-Square Feet of Electronic Assembly & testing facility equipped with
modern instruments at Peenya Industrial Area-Bangalore.
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We have the answers to our costomer’s
needs because we are the result of the
experience of a company that has been
involved in research & development.
Marketing & after Sales service complement the manufacturing unit at the
same Location. In a short time we have
established a reputed name in the domestic / International market by the
virtue of our superior product quality.

Interpack Machines
Pvt. Ltd.
Interpack is established in the year 1998
as a research company developing new
products & systems. Interpack currently specializes in machinery for food
processing & packaging. Interpack has
developed processing & packaging
machinery for different industries, in-
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Kadco Systems

cluding spices, wheat flour, detergents,
coffee, tea, adhesives, pickles, readyto-eat items, chemicals etc. Interpack’s
effectiveness in today’s market is due
to its long-standing method based on
three key concepts: Innovation, Service & Personalisation. Interpack’s
Experience has taught us need to take
the lead in order to be more effective.
We have done this by creating new
products, preparing new technologies,
looking for new roads and finding the
most advanced systems for each industry that has placed their trust in us.

KADCO SYSTEMS was incorporated in the year 1999 with the vision to
create a mark for itself in the field of
Batch Coding Printing machines and
related products. It started its business
with manufacturing and selling Handy
Coder, Semi-Automatic Coding machines, Ply Ink and Coding Inks.
KADCO SYSTEMS has taken over the
South India dealership of new generation Hitachi coding machines from
Bhavmark Systems Pvt. Ltd. in 2007.
At present HITACHI Japan has risen
KADCO systems to become the Au-
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Post Show Report

T

he 9th edition of ‘FoodTech Kerala 2019’ was
held from 23-25 January
2019 at Bolgatty Palace Event
Centre, Cochin.
This edition of FoodTech
Kerala, organized by Cruz Expos, was supported and endorsed by the Kerala Bureau of
Industrial Promotion (K-BIP),
Central Institute of Fisheries
Technology (CIFT), Federation
of Indian Chambers of Commerce and Industry (FICCI)
and UCO Bank.
The three-day exhibition had stalls
related to the food processing and
packaging industry, with participation
from national and international companies and from Department of Industry, Government of Kerala, who had
put-up an exclusive Kerala State Pavilion for SMEs from the food processing sector. The exhibition showcased
broad spectrum of technology, equipments, solutions for food processing,
beverage, food retailing, refrigeration
& cold, chain, processed foods, hygienic & healthy foods, packaging etc.
The exhibition spanning three days
had over 95 stalls from a wide arena
of categories related to the Agro-Food
Processing and Packaging industry.
The stalls included exhibitors representing the machinery and equipment
for the processed food industries. It
was a great success with a total of 75
organizations (both local & national)
exhibiting during this year’s exhibition
with a total of 4250 trade visitors and
over 250 vip invitees who attended the
exhibition.
The post event evaluation has revealed
a strong positive desire by the exhibitors and the participants to be engaged
in future editions as well. It was also
mentioned about the increase in small
and medium scale enterprises and the
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latest innovative products they have to
offer.
As part of the expo, the Federation
of Indian Chamber of Commerce and
Industry (FICCI), and FQF (FICCI
Quality Forum) had also organized a
one-day Quality Training Certification Programme on ‘Sustainable Food
Safety Practices : Regulations and
Standards’ on January 24. The conference focused on the important aspects
concerning the growth of the food processing industry and was well attended.

This year, along with FoodTech, Kerala Business Expo
(KBE) was also held. Its aim
was to promote and develop
the food and beverages sector
by disseminating information
and knowledge to NRIs, potential investors and new entrepreneurs entering this sector. KBE
is powered by Franchisee India,
which had an exclusive pavilion
of major food brands from all
over India that were looking to
set up retail and distributorship
in Kerala. KBE was supported by Kerala Start-Up Mission, which had an exclusive start-up pavilion for companies
related to the sector.
It is the only exhibition of its kind
to be held in Kerala and over the years
it has been known to provide each visitor and exhibitor with a unique and
unparalleled experience in terms of
networking, sales leads and knowledge.
Visitor Statistics
Visitor Registrations on Site – 4,250
Pre-Registered Trade Visitors – 285
Exhibitors Statistics
95 Stalls
75 Exhibiting Companies

www.foodtechkerala.com
www.foodhospitalityasia.in
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27th edition of Dubai International Boat Show exhibitors
reporting huge interest in yachts – and marine sustainability

T

he region’s biggest and best
boating festival closes with international boat builders praising local market – and buyers keen to
go green! The 27th edition of the Dubai
International Boat Show (DIBS) was
held from Feb 28th to March 2nd, with
many exhibitors reporting strong sales –
including debut deals for the world’s first
flying yacht, born and developed right
here in the UAE.
ENATA’sFoiler – which mimics the sensation of flying through its unique design – was one of the many stand-out
vessels brought to the 2019 show, the region’s biggest marine lifestyle event. This
year the Dubai International Boat Show
welcomed more than 800 brands and
71 exhibitors. The event played host to
15 global and 23 regional launches, seven of those from leading Emirati yacht
manufacturer, Gulf Craft.

important talking point for interested
clients this week. When we’ve spoken
about engines, for example, we’ve been
asked about the more sustainable options that are available. People are now
really interested in the different propulsion options, different motors and
engines that can allow their yacht to be
more sustainable, which we can adapt
to fit their needs. It’s been a really key
topic to them.”

Debuting at the show was the firm’s NOMAD 65SUV, which has the option to
come fully solar-powered – one of several exciting green initiatives showcased
at the five-day show. Mahmoud Itani of
Gulf Craft explained: “We decided to
make a solar-powered yacht to be more
environmentally friendly and to reduce
our carbon footprint. The solar panels
on the NOMAD’s roof are used to power
the boat’s auxiliaries, such as lights, electrical sockets, AC for an overnight stay
with up to eight hours at full charge. It
is an initiative that we are keen to take
further and hopefully eventually have a
fully-powered yacht using solar energy.
Across the show’s marina exhibitors,
many reported an enthusiasm for sustainability amongst local buyers. Sophie
Hotz, Relationship Manager at Dominator said: “Sustainability has been a really
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thorized Master Dealer of Hitachi ink
jet printers for South India, wwhich are
by far the best industrial inkjet printers in the World. Currently, Kadco
Systems caters to 300 + customers all
over South India, and is engaged with
the selling and servicing of all types of
Batch Coding Machines, Packaging
Machines and its consumables, coding
inks etc. Such a vast network of happy
and satisfied clients makes KADCO
SYSTEMS a renowned name in the
category of Industrial Inkjet printers
in India and other related products.
The management team is proud to
have achieved a notable growth in this
segment and to have created a strong
presence in the market by offering impeccable services to its customers..
HITACHI Ink Jet Printer to print variable information like Batch No, Mfg.
Date, Exp. Date, Bar Code, Seq. No,
Company Logo etc directly on any porous or non-porous packing materials
like pouches, labels, cartons, packet,
cables, pipes, containers, pet bottles
etc. KADCO SYSTEMS stands on the
principles of offering quality products
and services to its customers through
“ SAY WHAT YOU DO—DO WHAT
YOU SAY—AT ANY COST”

main, it designs and fabricates an assortment of precision-engineered Air
Knife Drying Systems, Food Processing Machines, Cashew Processing Machines, Plant & Personnel Hygiene Stations etc. Our products are innovative
in terms of design and features.
Guided by a strong management team,
we have successfully marked our presence in the international market and
have been supplying to several well
known companies around the globe.
Our products have been designed after thorough research and market
analysis. These are excellent in terms
of quality and are very cost-effective.
Besides, we offer efficient customer
support and ensure prompt deliveries.

Penguin Engineers is a dynamic multi
faceted group engaged in providing
engineering solutions in the fields of
Textile, Packaging and Rubber Industries. With well over a decade of Industrial experience behind them, Penguin Engineers are well established in
the production of full range of Stretch
Wrapping Machines. They are Manufacturer cum Exporters of Stretch
Wrapping Machines.
The Product Profile includes different
Stretch Wrapping Machines for packing pallets, reels, fabric rolls, horizontal
ring wrapper for lengthy products-singles or in bundles, carton boxes etc.
Further to above, completely automated pallet strapping and wrapping
stations, shrink wrapping machines,
high pressure hose wrapping and unwrapping machine, industrial washing machines, braiding machines, fast
knit braiding machines, hose knitting
machines, etc. are also being manufactured. The Penguin Stretch Wrapping
machines are in use at various textile,
foundry, food processing, bulk storage,
chemical, rubber and other industries
in India and Abroad.

Nexgen Drying Sys- Penguin Engineers
tems Pvt. Ltd.

Leveraging the latest advancements in
production technology and the opportunities presented by global market,
Nexgen Drying Systems Pvt. Ltd. is
engaged in supplying a wide range of
world class equipment. A renowned
manufacturer and exporter in its do-
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Penguin Engineers are multi-faceted
world-class manufacturer of stretch
wrapping machines for pallets, carton
boxes, cloth rolls, reels, coils, extrusions etc., of various industrial products and hose knitting, hose braiding,
hose wrap-unwrap machines & accessories for rubber hose industries.

The Company has been awarded with
Prestigious Awards: “Pacmachine 98”
& “Pacmachine 2000” awards in succession for best design of Packaging Machine by the Indian Institute of Packaging; National Productivity Award for
the year 1997-98, in SSI Sector.
www.foodhospitalityasia.in
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PMG Equipments

PMG Equipments aims to provide
products and services of good quality meeting national and international
standards with a passion for excellence.
We are committed to establish and
maintain quality system in all aspects
of our business through continual improvement of our processes, products
and services, thus meeting the requirements and give the feeling of security
and satisfaction.

The firm provides complete solution
to process industries to remove tramp
metals. Metal Scanners ensure that
metal contamination does not reach
consumer or damage expensive machinery. Our Metal Scanners are being
used in manufacturing and processing
industries like pharmaceuticals, foods,
pet foods, sea foods, baking, confectionery, rubber, chemical, textiles,
plastics and agro based companies. In
the year 2000, the company started its
business activities in Hyderabad and
since its inception, it strongly believed
in giving its customers the best of the
products and services. Customer satisfaction was always on the top of its
agenda. We are sure that our customers
need more than just high-quality machines. By purchasing our machines,

www.foodhospitalityasia.in

they become not just the owners of
the equipment but also they have a
reliable partner which is always ready
to help. Service is the base of our
company philosophy.

Superpack
Packaging
Machines Pvt. Ltd.

Spectra Plast India
Pvt. Ltd.
Incepted in the year 2002, in Coimbatore, Spectra Plast has earned an
enviable position in the industry as a
leading manufacturer and exporter of
conveyor components. We are one of
the largest engineering plastic finished
parts producer and our ability to deliver quality products makes us a prominent exporter in the industry.
Our range of products includes specialized conveyor components and
customized engineering plastic machines components for various industries. Our experienced professionals
and our in-house advanced technological set up have helped us to offer our
customers the perfection they deserve
and rely on.

In the last 10 years we have proven our
expertise in manufacturing products
that are well known for their durability, performance and workmanship.
Manufacturers and exporters of all
range of conveyors and conveyor components like plastic/stainless steel, slat
chains, modular belts, frame supports,
sprockets, idlers, return rollers and
wrap strips. We also offer a wide range
of engineering plastics like UHMWPE, Nylon, Polyamide, Polyurethane, PE-500, peek, pet, etc. Covering
all branches of industries.

Superpack Packaging Machines has its
manufacturing facility at Hyderabad
and is into design manufacture and
supply of high quality automatic and
semi-automatic filling machines in single and multi-head variants. Superpack
manufactures filling lines for powders,
viscous and free flowing liquids, granular products, pickles and pastes. The
company was set up in 1995 and was
the brain child of a technocrat with 22
years of professional multinational experience and exposure to international
design and development, in the packaging machinery industry.
The machines designed by us
conform to high standards of quality
and require minimum maintenance.
We have a team of people for quality
control who ensure the reliability, efficiency, and hassle free performance of
our machines.

We have the technical expertise and
innovative state-of-the-art machines
required for designing and manufacturing our range of filling machines
according to the specifications of our
esteemed clients. Our organization
has also profited to a large extent due
to the active participation and guidance of a team of experts and professionals who have the technical expertise and experience in the packaging
machinery industry.
Our range of filling machines are very
much in demand in the countries of
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the Middle East and Africa. We also
cater to our clients scattered over different parts of India and the Indian
subcontinent such as Bangladesh.
The range of our products includes
automatic liquid filling machines for
flavoured milk, curd, oil, Juices, pesticides etc in bottles & jars. Automatic
Viscous Filling Machines for mayonnaise, creams, honey, ghee, chyawanprash, tomato paste, jam,ketchup etc
in bottles and jars. Automatic Powder
filling machines for protein powder,dairy whitners, telcom powder, spice
powder etc in bottles/jars etc. Automatic Pickle Filing machine for any
kind of pickles in bottles and jars. Automatic Pick, Fill and Seal Machine for
3 side ready made stand up pouches.
Automatic granule filling machne For
products like seeds, rice, pulses, sugar
etc. in bottles and jars. Automatic capping machine, Automatic sticker labeling machine, Automatic shrink sleeve
applicator & Unscrambler.

Swanpack
Packaging
Machines (P) Ltd.

We introduce ourselves as the leading
manufacturers and exporters of bottle
filling machinery for various types of
products like granules,powders, viscous liquids, free flow liquids, pickles.
All our machines are designed in our
state of the art computerized design
center. Our special viscous fillers can
also handle difficult products like pickle and chyawanprash. Our Product
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range includes Auto/Semi Auto Liquid Filling Machines, Auto/Semi-Auto Viscous Liquid Filling Machines,
Auto/Semi Auto Pickle-Paste Filling
Machines, Auto/Semi Auto Powder
Filling Machines and Auto/Semi Auto
Granule Filling Machines.

Toshniwal
Instruments
(Madras) (P) Ltd.

For the past 6 decades, Toshniwal Instruments has been offering comprehensive solutions to the country’s industries and scientific establishments.
The product range comprises of Vacuum pumps & Systems, Power supplies, Furnaces and Coating systems.
Having achieved more than 1000 in-

stallation bases across the country, our
ISO 9001:2008 certified manufacturing units and experienced people have
placed our brand in synonym with
quality. Our engineers are trained and
experienced in offering products and
system solutions that work in synergy
with your established infrastructure,
ensuring increased efficiency in overall process. With a well-established
service network across the country
and readily available spares, our clients
can rely on our systems and service for
reliability and productivity.

Unique
Equipments

We provide reliable & innovative solution for checking metal contamination in food processing line. We have
metal detection systems for each and
every application. The corner stone

of Unique Equipments was laid in
the year 1999, as a striking company
involved in manufacturing, supplying and exporting a wide variety of
metal detectors. We have established
ourselves as a trusted name in the industry. Backed by an expert team, we
have set benchmarks in the business of
security systems. Moreover, we follow
all activities such as using advanced
technology, working according to the
client specifications etc.

Ventura Omnitech
(P) Ltd.

Ventura Omnitech established in
1994, with a objective of marketing of
carton strapping and sealing , shrink
wrapping, pallet stretch wrapping
machines, Carton sealing, Automatic
strapping and Conveyors. Headqua-
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ters with 30000sft manufacturing unit
in Coimbatore, with regional offices in
important southern cities. Sourcing of
quality consumables to all machines
and helping the customers with minimum downtime.

The company is in the business of
providing solutions in wrapping and
packaging of a variety of goods. With
over 25 years of expertise and experience in the areas of strapping, sealing,
stretch wrapping, shrink wrapping and
packaging, ventura today is well poised
for next phase of growth. The plant
has 30,000 sqft of infrastructure, well
trained and experienced technicians.
Currently serving several industry segments such as light engineering, pharma, oil, banking, textile, publications,
footwear and many more. The firm
has a professional approach to serving
customer needs, post-sale, by providing an uninterrupted service with all
spares availability which ensures minimum down time for your business.

Videojet
Technologies
Videojet is a world renowned leading
manufacturer of Industrial laser printers and laser marking machines which
are used majorly for a detailed, sharper
and permanent marking on the products. Such marking enables the customers to not only deal with counterfeits but
also track and trace the entire product
lifecycle. Videojet laser marking machines provide the most effective and
finest marking for product identification, traceability solutions that empow-
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er the customers to deal with product
quality, safety, any kind of regulatory
or retailer compliance and many other
important aspects of production and
manufacturing. Industrial laser printing can be done on a variety of products
ranging from plastic products to metallic parts.
The company provides the right coding and marking solution through the
broadest range of technologies, and is
committed to providing quality equipment, supplies, and service designed
to perform with maximum reliability,
efficiency, ease of operation and little
maintenance. From high line speeds to
condensation, beverage producers operate within one of the most demanding production environments. With
expensive filling and packaging equipment, producers have no tolerance for
unplanned coder downtime. Videojet
has a range of high uptime solutions

to meet these challenges whether the
user needs to print a simple best before
date or more complex promotional and
gaming codes.
The Automatic Batch Coding machines
are used to print Batch Number, Manufacturing Date, Expiry Date, MRP
and other such details which give detailed information about the product.
The Coding machines do not come in
contact while printing or marking on
products and use beams/spray to mark
on the product. Beams emanate from
laser marking machine while the spray
of ink is sprayed from the Inkjet printer. The product or machine is placed on
conveyor belts which should be moving
at constant speed. The moving product
is sensed by a sensor, which then gives
a signal to the machine which responds
immediately and prints. These machines also work as online machines.

Perhaps to a greater degree than other
industries, pharmaceutical and medical
device packaging demands the highest quality variable coding. Legibility
and contrast are non-negotiable when
it comes to regulatory and traceability
codes and high read-rate bar codes. In
addition to a broad range of serialization ready coding solutions, Videojet
can provide IQ/OQ validation packages
and printers that facilitate adherence to
21 CFR Part II technical controls to help
meet your documentation needs.

World Pack
The company is renowned in the Industry as a exporter, wholesaler, retailer, importer and supplier of commendable range of packing machines. The
range offered is widely acknowledged
in the industry for their features like
high quality and the key objective is
to deliver best packaging machinery
to their clients. All machines offered
by the firm are manufactured by companies of International repute, who
follow industry defined standards in
product engineering and ensures delivery of their machines as per factory
condition.
It has developed a range of high quality
food packaging machinery commonly found food factories supermarkets
bakeries and many other businesses
throughout the globe. World pack
always focused on quality service and
innovation and hence has earned solid
reputation in the market in delivering
high quality products.
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Post Show Report

VISITOR STATISTICS

INDUSTRY VISITORS: 4200
GENERAL VISITORS: 6500
INTERNATIONAL TRADE VISITORS: 50

T

he eighth edition of Kerala’s
premier hospitality equipment
exhibition, HotelTech Kerala,
was held from September 26 to 28,
2018 at the KTDC’s Bolgatty Palace
Event Centre, Cochin. The event provided a unique opportunity for the
hospitality sector in the state to identify suppliers related to their sector.
The show also facilitated and provided
national and local manufacturers an
opportunity to meet with hoteliers,
restaurant and resort owners from all
over Kerala.
The event was inaugurated jointly by
Vice Admiral A.K. Chawla, Flag Officer Commanding-in-Chief, Southern

H

otel Show Colombo, South
Asia’s Largest Hotel Supplies
Exhibition is been organized
by the Ceylon Hotel School Graduates
Association together with CDC Events
& Travels with the support of the state
and private sector. It is the ideal showcase for hotel supplies and services
in South Asia which bring together
thousands of recognized brands from
all around the world. This year’s exhibition will provide the support to the
small and medium sector to find new
business openings into the interna22 Jan-March 2019

Naval Command along with Prof. K.
V. Thomas, MP on September 26th.
HotelTech Kerala showcased the following sectors-hotel supplies, hospitality and technology, equipments
for hotels and restaurants, cleaning
equipment & services, hospitality information systems and other services.

The 2018 edition of HotelTech Kerala was recognized as one of the largest Hospitality Suppliers and Service
Providers exhibition ever held in the
region. This year the exhibition had
a showcase of over 200 stalls and was
visited by a large number of hoteliers
and industry professionals.
EXHIBITOR STATISTICS

100
85
2500
95

TOTAL NO OF STALLS
EXHIBITED BRANDS
TOTAL NO SQM
NOS EXHIBITORS

tional markets through the increased
number of foreign buyers visiting the
exhibition.
Colombo Food Fest, National Barista Competition, Culinary Workshop,
Room Stylists Challenge and Industry
Seminars featuring top speakers will be
held together with the Hotel Show Colombo Exhibition, making this event
one of the largest hospitality related
events in South Asia. The Hotel Show
Colombo 2018 was recognized to be
one of the largest Hospitality Suppliers
and Service Providers exhibition ever
held in the region. The 2018 edition
had a showcase of over 350 stalls and
was visited by a large number of hoteliers and industry professionals.
Exhibitor Statistics:
352 TOTAL NO OF STALLS
7000 EXHIBITED BRANDS
26,210 TOTAL NO SQM
70
NO OF FOREIGN STALLS
208
NO OF EXHIBITORS
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World of Business Events Calendar 2019

July 5-7, 2019
Coimbatore, India

July 11-13, 2019
Chennai, India

August 23-25, 2019
Chennai, India

July 15-17, 2019
Male, Maldives

September 11-13, 2019
Colombo, Sri Lanka

December 5-7, 2019
Cochin, India

www.foodhospitalityasia.in

June 28-30, 2019
Colombo, Sri Lanka

July 26-28, 2019
Colombo, Sri Lanka

September 16-19, 2019
Amman, Jordon

Jan 30th –Feb 1, 2020
Cochin, India
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ProPak China 2019 shines spotlights on
food processing and packaging

Looking to meet leading food processing, packaging, ingredients, natural and
nutraceutical product suppliers and find
the most innovative solutions across the
entire food industry? ProPak China
2019 provides visitors with unparalleled sourcing opportunities around the
globe.
Organized by UBM Sinoexpo, ProPak
China 2019, the 25th International Processing and Packaging Exhibition, will
kick off at the National Exhibition and
Convention Center, Shanghai, China
from 19 to 21 June 2019. Together with

ProFood Tech 2019 impressively succeeded in establishing itself as the exclusive event for food and beverage
processing on the US market. At the
second edition which was held from
March 26th-28th at Chicago, 414 exhibitors took advantage of the opportunity, which is unique in North
America, to present their products and
services in this section to the trade audience. Overall about 5,000 trade visitors took part in the event. From the
view of the exhibitors, above all the
good quality of the visitors was of central importance for the success of the
trade fair. The number of final decision
makers in purchasing increased by almost 45% and the number of visitors
with final or significant decision making authority in purchasing rose by
about 42% in comparison to the first
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Hi & Fi Asia-China, HNC and Starch
Expo, the joint exhibitions will cover
an unprecedented exhibition space of
140,000 sqm. Around 1,800 exhibitors
from around 30 countries and regions
will showcase their application breakthroughs, innovative products and
technology development ranged from
food processing, ingredients, packaging, to health products.
High productivity, quality control, active and intelligent packaging, industry
4.0 are the buzz words at ProPak China
2019. Leading exhibitors such as Anritsu, FUJI, Heat and Control, Ishida,
Mettler Toledo, Omori, Wolf, Yamato,
Youngsun, Zhongya, and Urschel will
present a full range of advanced products and technology on food processing, packaging, printing and labeling,
logistics and storage, packaging mate-

rials andcontainers, as well as robotics
and automation solutions.
Apart from the exhibition, ProPak China continuously presents rich supporting programs to offer visitors in-depth
knowledge and information on the future trends. Technical seminars on-site
will focus on hot topics such as fresh
food e-commerce and cold-chain logistics, innovative packaging materials
for food and FMCG industries, liquid
packaging and unmanned warehouse.

edition. The number of countries the
exhibitors originated from increased
by 50% upto 24 and the number of
countries the trade visitors came from
by 13% upto 78. This year new exhibitors came from Belgium, Brazil, Bulgaria, France, India, Lithuania, Mexico, Taiwan, Thailand and the Ukraine.
The growing level of internationality
confirms the relevance of the event
even beyond the NAFTA region and
underlines the exporting industry’s
need for a processing event in the USA
exclusively for the food and beverage
industry.
The exhibitors presented their innovative portfolio in the segments Baking
& Snacks, Beverages, Confectionery,
Dairy, Fruit & Vegetables, Grain, Mill

& Cereal, Ingredients, Meat, Poultry
and Seafood, Pet Food and Prepared
Foods. Alongside the participation
of significant companies from the
NAFTA area, among others through
the presence of the subsidiaries of important European headquarters, the
direct applications from Europe also
demonstrated the significance of the
largest food market in the world for
these companies. The event is jointly organised by Koelnmesse, PMMI
and IDFA. The trade visitors benefited
from an innovative event and congress
programme that was held directly adjacent to the exhibition area for the
first time. The highlights included the
Knowledge Hub, Impact Zone, Innovation Zone and Disruption Zone.
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The Kenya Government plans to make the country food secure
Recently the Kenyan Government recommended that the private sector to
partner with the government in implementing the food security plan in
addition to focus on equipment suppliers, farmer associations, agro-dealers,
warehouses and processors.
The plan has been launched by the
government to make Kenya food secure with the hope to have an equal
sized poverty levels by 2025. The plan
includes increased mechanisation in
agriculture from the current 25 to 40
per cent. The government in coordination with devolved units also hopes to
create an e-platform to register farmers. Besides this, farmers will also be
trained on using selected equipment.
The Government spokesman remarked, development of SMES will

contribute to an increase in average farmer's incomes by 35 per cent
(Sh465 to Sh625 per day), and 50
per cent increased contribution of
agro-processing by Sh130 billion
over five years.

Above all, agriculture should transform from a producer
of raw materials to a
consumer of goods
and services at every stage of the value
chain. The government should withdraw the subsidy and
ensure timely purchase and high payment to farmers for
cereals delivered to its
stores, remarked a spokesman of the
Fertiliser Association of Kenya. The
Industry urged the creation of strong
linkages between the market and production as well as the investment in
a post-harvest management strategy.

Fragrances & Flavours Industry in India-an Overview

The fragrance & flavour industry
overall includes fragrances, flavours
essential oils, aroma chemicals and
specially aroma ingredients. The food,
home & personal care industries are
the largest consumers of flavours &
fragrances. The beverages and confectionery industry segment drive the
world flavours market and likewise
increasing demand for cosmetics,
household and personal care products
drives the fragrance industry.
Trends indicate that the world F&F
demand including essential oils, natural extracts and aroma chemicals
will rise 5% a year to reach US $28
28 Jan-March 2019

billion in 2019. The
increasing consumer interest in natural
products will drive
value demand forward, as natural flavour and fragrance
ingredients tend to
be more expensive.
Increasing packaged
food manufacturing,
and consumption of
convenience products requiring higher flavour usage,
will also drive faster growth especially
in developing countries. Rising personal consumption expenditures in
emerging economics is will stimulate
use of home & personal care products
contributing to industrial growth.
The Indian F&F
market is highly
fragmented with
both
purchasers and suppliers
ranging from mul-

tinational companies and large Indian industrial houses to small-scale
industrial units, and local manufacturers. This is particularly applicable to the flavour industry and more
particularly to savoury, bakery and
confectionery segments where the
manufacturing process is relatively
simple in comparison to others. In
this case, even local eateries and individual homes contribute significantly
to the increase in market. In comparison there is better consolidation in the
fragrance market, with larger players
like Unilever, Godrej, Dabur, Reckitt
Benkeiser, Wipro, Henkel, ITC etc.
generating most of the sales.
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